future low levels of self-esteem and subjective well-being, and may also become dissatisfied and ultimately disengaged from their professional activities (e.g., academic studies; Robins & Beer, 2001; Robins & John, 1997b) .
Interestingly, self-enhancement, despite its endurance, appears to be a controllable bias (Alicke, Klotz, Breitenbecher, Yurak, & Vredenburg, 1995; Krueger, 1998; Kruger, 1999; Sedikides, Campbell, Reeder, & Elliot, 1998) . Given the potentially damaging short-term and long-term personal and interpersonal consequences of having or expressing self-enhancing views, some form of social engineering that may prompt people to keep such views in check (and may also help others to co-exist harmoniously with the self-enhancer) is worth considering. We focus here on one relevant structural or situational constraint: accountability. We define accountability as participants' expectation that they will be called on to explain, justify, and defend their self-evaluations to one or more others (termed "audience"). We examine (a) whether accountability can curtail self-enhancement, and, if so, (b) what mechanisms are responsible for this effect.
Accountability and Self-Enhancement
The construct of accountability has attracted keen interest in psychology and related disciplines. For example, research has examined the role of accountability in social perception, attitudes, judgment accuracy, organizational behavior, negotiations, and educational curricula. One reason for this remarkable degree of empirical attention is the potential of accountability to serve as a rule for enforcing vital societal norms (Semin & Manstead, 1983) . As Lerner and Tetlock (1999) have asserted, accountability is a variable that bridges the individual and the institutional or social structural level of analysis. Stated alternatively, a social structure or social situation can influence individual behavior through accountability pressures (Schlenker, Weigold, & Doherty, 1991) . It is mostly in that spirit that we wish to explore the role of accountability in self-evaluation.
We modeled our research paradigm after situations that involve self-evaluation on a personally important domain, such as creativity, intelligence, or, more generally, academic ability. To be more exact, we were interested in situations in which participants generate creative input, are asked to judge its merit, and, before they do so, are informed that they will (or will not) be accountable to an audience for their judgment. We wanted to find out if selfevaluations are influenced by accountability.
Let us describe the prototypic experimental paradigm in more detail. We asked undergraduate student participants to write a short opinion essay and then prepare to grade it on the basis of several predefined criteria. However, before actually grading their essay, half of the participants learned that they would be accountable for their assigned grades to an audience, whereas the remaining half believed that they would be unaccountable. Would the grades that participants assigned to their own essay be a function of accountability?
To address this question, we will need to proceed with a further analysis of our experimental paradigm. To begin with, the views of the audience were unknown to participants. That is, participants did not know whether the audience liked or disliked their essay. Second, personal relevance was high. The essay evaluation pertained directly to an attribute (i.e., writing ability) that participants considered important to have (as we verified empirically). Also, we reasoned that participants will likely have feelings of ownership (Beggan, 1992) , volitional control (Ryan & Connell, 1989) , and responsibility (Schlenker, 1997) for output that they generate themselves, and, thus, will assign increased importance to it. Third, the audience had no outcome control (i.e., power) over participants.
The effects of accountability on judgmental bias have been equivocal: Sometimes accountability has no effect on the direction of judgment, other times accountability increases judgmental bias, and still other times accountability decreases bias Tetlock, 1992) . Obviously, the effects of accountability are susceptible to structural elements of the relevant situation, to the topic about which accounts are given, and to individual differences of account givers. Given the features of our experimental paradigm, it is unclear whether accountability will have a null, augmenting, or attenuating effect on the positivity of self-evaluations.
It is well-established that participants shift their views strategically to fit those of the audience to whom they are accountable, but only when participants know (Sedikides, 1990; Tetlock, Skitka, & Boettger, 1989) or can guess ) the audience's views. Furthermore, participants tailor their attitudes to those of the audience, but mostly when the issue at stake is not personally relevant to them (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Petty & Cacioppo, 1990) . Moreover, participants modify their views in the direction of the audience's views, but mainly when the audience has outcome control over them (Stenning, 1995) . In light of these considerations, the minimal accountability pressures incorporated in the current research paradigm are not expected to influence the positivity of self-evaluations. This analysis anticipates a null effect.
Nevertheless, other lines of theory and research bear out the prediction that accountability will boost self-enhancement. According to the false consensus effect (Krueger & Clement, 1994) , participants overestimate the similarity of their own views and those of an audience, especially when the self is threatened (Sherman, Presson, & Chassin, 1984) . Given that participants generally think positively of themselves (Brown & Dutton, 1995; Sedikides, 1993) , they will assume that the audience also holds a favorable view of them (Felson, 1993) . Indeed, participants may be particularly motivated to assume consensus in regards to personally important attributes (e.g., writing ability), as the absence of such consensus is threatening. Hence, accountable participants will feel at ease in recording an overblown evaluation of their essay. Research on self-presentation is also relevant to this prediction. People are generally motivated to present themselves favorably to others (Baumeister, 1982; Schlenker, 1980) . When feeling threatened, however, people can compensate by putting on a glowing public persona (Greenberg & Pyszczynski, 1985) . Interestingly, Tetlock (1999) drew a parallel between accountable individuals and politicians who strive to protect their identity in the presence of key constituencies. Both will engage in compensatory selfenhancement. In a related vein, Gelfand and Realo (1999) showed that accountability induces culturally normative behavior. Assuming that individualism is the normative behavior in the West, we would expect for accountability to gear participants into a favorable self-presentation mode, which will manifest itself through inflated essay grades.
Still, other lines of theoretical and empirical inquiry lead to the prediction that accountability will curtail self-enhancement. When the audience's views are unknown, much depends on whether participants are motivated to think carefully of the situation in which they find themselves. In the current experimental paradigm, the audience was a complete stranger to participants. Hence, there is reason to suspect that participants will expect for the audience to be objective. This expectation will constrain the favorability of participants' self-presentation (Baumeister & Jones, 1978; Schlenker & Leary, 1982) , will motivate them to examine their work in a like-minded (i.e., impartial) manner (Chen, Shecter, & Chaiken, 1996; Tetlock, 1983) , perhaps in an effort to secure audience approval (Baumeister & Leary, 1995; Insko, Drenan, Solomon, Smith, & Wade, 1983 ), or will lead them to tone down their essay appraisal to avoid giving off the impression of a self-centered braggart Tice, Butler, Muraven, & Stillwell, 1995) . As a result, accountable participants might engage in what Tetlock (1983) labeled "preemptive self-criticism": They would appraise their work critically, anticipate counterarguments, and incorporate the most plausible counterarguments into their essay evaluation. The result will be lower essay grades.
We addressed relative self-enhancement reduction. That is, we contrasted the self-evaluation of accountable participants with that of unaccountable participants. Do the former self-enhance less than the latter? Relative self-enhancement can testify to the controllability of the self-enhancement bias, as it addresses the question "Can and do accountable participants control selfenhancement?" Furthermore, relative self-enhancement is a signature of participants' strivings to satisfy simultaneously (a) their desire to present the self favorably (Baumeister, 1982; Schlenker, 1980) , (b) the impositions of a demanding social situation (i.e., accountability to an audience; Sedikides, 1990; Tetlock et al., 1989) , and (c) their own private needs for maintaining a favorable opinion of the self (Greenwald & Breckler, 1985; Schlenker & Weigold, 1992) . Relative self-enhancement, then, reflects interpersonal and intrapersonal strivings, although it cannot distinguish between them.
Experiment 1: Does Accountability Curtail Self-Enhancement?
In Experiment 1, we explored the influence of accountability on self-enhancement. We were open to all three theoretical possibilities that we laid out in the introduction. Accountability may have no effect on self-enhancement, may boost self-enhancement, or may curtail self-enhancement. Participants wrote a one-page opinion essay, learned that they would be either accountable or unaccountable to an audience for the grades they would assign to their own essay, graded their essay, and responded to dependent measures and manipulation checks.
Method

Participants and Design
We tested 77 participants, using a one-way design with two levels: accountability (n ϭ 41) and unaccountability (n ϭ 36).
In this and all subsequent experiments, (a) participants were University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill undergraduate students (approximately 65% women) fulfilling an introductory psychology course option, (b) the gender of the person to whom participants were ostensibly accountable (i.e., Chris Becker) was varied to match each participant's gender, (c) participant gender did not yield any statistically significant effects, (d) all statistically significant effects (of theoretical interest or not) are reported as are theoretically relevant but null effects, (e) careful postexperimental questioning revealed that no participant was aware of the actual purpose of the research, and (f) participants were thoroughly debriefed and thanked at the end of each experimental session.
Procedure
Participants reported to the laboratory in groups of 5-7 and were assigned randomly to one of the two experimental conditions. The experimenter escorted each participant to a private room and stated that the study was part of a larger, interuniversity research program that investigated alternative grading systems. Each participant was asked to write a one-page essay in response to the question "Should the United States pursue exploration of the planet Mars?" Participants were informed that "there is no right or wrong answer-this is an opinion question." On completion of the essay, participants in the accountability condition received the following instructions:
Next, we will ask you to grade your essay on five dimensions. You will then be given the opportunity to explain, justify, and defend the grades you gave yourself to a 5th-year graduate student, located in an adjoining office, during a 10-minute conversation. The graduate student, Chris Becker, has a Master's degree in Logic and English Composition and is currently completing a doctorate degree in these two fields. Chris Becker is widely published, and has won numerous writing and teaching awards. You will be asked to fully explain, justify, and defend the grades you assigned yourself on each and every dimension.
To reinforce perceptions of accountability, participants were also instructed to "write . . . your first name on each page of your booklet . . . so that we can keep your responses together."
Participants in the unaccountability condition received the following instructions:
Next, we will ask you to grade your essay on five dimensions. You should understand that all of your grades will be completely confidential and not traceable to you personally. In fact, your grades will not even be available to researchers at this university. Your grades (along with your essay) will be mailed to researchers at another university who collaborate on this project and specialize in alternative grading systems.
To reinforce perceptions of unaccountability, participants were instructed not to write their names on the booklet but rather "use a 5-digit number of your own choosing on top of each page . . . so that we can keep your responses together."
In an effort to maintain the plausibility of the pretext, we instructed all participants to "assign yourself letter grades, whereas other participants in this study will use an experimental grading system." It should be noted that we used this instruction in all reported experiments. Participants then graded their essays using letter grades that ranged from A to F (A, AϪ, B, BϪ, C, CϪ, D, DϪ, F) . Next, participants in the accountability condition were asked if they believed that they would have to explain, justify, and defend their responses to an accomplished writer. Participants in the unaccountability condition were asked if they believed that their responses were anonymous and confidential. Participants responded by circling either Yes or No.
Results and Discussion
Manipulation Checks
The manipulation was successful. All participants in the accountability condition believed that they would have to explain, justify, and defend their responses, whereas all participants in the unaccountability condition believed that their responses were anonymous and confidential.
Essay Grading
Each participant graded her or his essay on five dimensions: clarity of thinking, writing style, smoothness of sentence and paragraph transition, logic of arguments, and persuasiveness of argument. We converted the letter-grade scale to a 1(F) to 9(A) scale for data analytic purposes. Given that grades on the five dimensions were internally consistent (␣ ϭ .86), we computed a composite index and entered it into an analysis of variance (ANOVA). Accountable participants (M ϭ 6.31) gave their essays lower grades than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 6.82), F(1, 75) ϭ 3.89, p Ͻ .05. Accountability curtailed self-enhancement.
Experiment 2: The Role of Audience
Concreteness and Status Experiment 1 demonstrated that accountability is effective in reducing self-enhancement. Experiment 2 set to test an explanation (i.e., audience concreteness) for this effect, while also seeking to unconfound the potential influence of another variable (i.e., audience status) from the influence of accountability.
The self-enhancement reduction observed in Experiment 1 may be due to accountable participants believing that their essays and grades would be seen by an eponymous other when unaccountable participants were under the impression that their essays and grades would be seen by a generalized other. Indeed, accountable participants were instructed that the audience was a concrete person (i.e., Chris Becker), whereas unaccountable participants were told that their essays and grades would be mailed to researchers at another university. Past research has shown that participants control effectively the self-enhancement bias (as operationalized by the betterthan-average effect) when they compare themselves with a concrete rather than a generalized other (Alicke et al., 1995) . In Experiment 2, both accountable and unaccountable participants learned that their essays and grades would become available to a specific person, Chris Becker. This experiment equalized source concreteness.
The audience to whom participants in Experiment 1 were accountable was a high-status source, as it possessed socially approved characteristics such as knowledge, credibility, prestige, and legitimacy (Benoit-Smullyan, 1944; McGuire, 1985; Tyler, 1997) . High-status sources command attention, instigate careful processing of information, and, most importantly, evoke yielding to persuasive argumentation, conformity, and compliance (Cialdini & Trost, 1998; Petty & Wegener, 1998; Sedikides, 1997) . Thus, it is possible that the self-enhancement reduction observed in Experiment 1 is due to status rather than accountability: Participants may have lowered their essay evaluations not because of the pressure to account for their essay grades, but rather because of the presumed presence of an anticipated interaction with a high-status audience.
Participants, for example, may have been motivated to yield to the audience's expertise and legitimacy, comply ingratiatingly with the audience, or avoid giving off the impression of arrogance. To disentangle the effect of accountability from that of status, we manipulated orthogonally these two variables. Of particular interest was the statistical interaction effect. The presence of an interaction would establish status as an explanation for the accountability-induced attenuation in self-enhancement, whereas the absence of an interaction would cast serious doubt to such an explanation.
In addition, Experiment 2 sought to verify that participants regarded the skill of good writing as an important attribute to have. Finally, in this experiment the accountability manipulation check was numerical rather than nominal. This modification acknowledges that participants may regard confidentiality as varying on a continuum rather than as absolute.
Method Participants and Design
We tested 82 participants. The design was a 2 (accountability vs. unaccountability) ϫ 2 (high audience status vs. low audience status) between-subjects factorial. Cell sizes ranged from 20 to 21.
Materials
The cover story and essay assignment were the same as in Experiment 1. The accountability manipulation was similar to that of Experiment 1. Specifically, accountable participants were instructed that they would grade their essay and then explain, justify, and defend their grades during a short conversation with Chris Becker. However, unaccountable participants were instructed that their essay and grades would be anonymous and confidential, although they would become available (along with other participants' essays and grades) to Chris Becker.
Additionally, participants in the high-audience-status condition learned that Chris Becker was a star doctoral candidate in Logic and English Composition (as in Experiment 1). However, participants in the lowaudience-status condition learned that Chris Becker was a work-study student who attended the local high school. The student was described as a "high school senior who hopes to attend college next year. Chris attends the local high school and is active in sports and several clubs. Chris participates in a university pilot program that identifies students who are interested in going to college and then provides them with exposure to higher education and career opportunities before they leave high school."
Next, participants completed the main dependent measure: They graded their essays along the same five dimensions as in Experiment 1, but using 11 (instead of 9) letter grades (A, AϪ, Bϩ, B, BϪ, Cϩ, C, CϪ, Dϩ, D, F) . Subsequently, participants rated the personal importance of having good writing skills on the following statement: "It is important to me to be a good essay writer" (1 ϭ not at all true, 7 ϭ extremely true). Participants also completed an accountability manipulation check by responding to the statement, "My grading of the essay will be ____ " (1 ϭ completely confidential, 7 ϭ attributable to me personally). Finally, participants completed a status-manipulation check by responding to the question, "How would you assess Chris Becker's status as an essay reviewer?" (1 ϭ very low, 7 ϭ very high).
Results
Manipulation Checks
The accountability manipulation was effective: Compared with their unaccountable counterparts (M ϭ 1.31), accountable partic-ipants thought that their essay grades would be attributable to them personally (M ϭ 6.10), F(1, 78) ϭ 328.28, p Ͻ .01. The status manipulation was also effective: Compared with participants in the low-audience-status condition (M ϭ 2.83), those in the highaudience-status condition (M ϭ 6.51) perceived Chris Becker as having higher essay-reviewer status, F(1, 78) ϭ 444.46, p Ͻ .01.
Essay Grading
We computed a composite grade index (␣ ϭ .87) and entered it in a 2 (accountability) ϫ 2 (audience status) ANOVA. The two main effects were significant. Accountable participants (M ϭ 7.71) allocated lower essay grades than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 9.43), F(1, 78) ϭ 93.54, p Ͻ .01. This finding replicates Experiment 1, in showing that accountability curtails selfenhancement. The finding also rules out audience concreteness as an explanation for this effect.
Participants in the high-audience-status condition (M ϭ 8.25) assigned their essay lower grades than participants in the lowaudience-status condition (M ϭ 8.93), F(1, 78) ϭ 14.82, p Ͻ .01. Audience status curtailed self-enhancement. Of importance, however, the interaction was not significant, F(1, 78) ϭ 1.28, p Ͻ .26. Audience status did not qualify the accountability-induced curtailment of self-enhancement.
Attribute Importance
Participants considered being a good essay writer a personally important attribute (M ϭ 5.60), as demonstrated by a t test against the scale midpoint (4), t(81) ϭ 12.00, p Ͻ .01. Accountable and unaccountable participants did not differ in their assessments of attribute importance, F(1, 78) ϭ 1.62, p Ͻ .21.
Discussion
Experiment 2 disqualified audience concreteness as an explanation for why accountable participants curtail self-enhancement: These participants self-enhanced less than their unaccountable counterparts even when audience concreteness was held constant.
Audience status diminished the degree of self-enhancement. This is not surprising. The high-status audience was likely perceived as higher on expertise and legitimacy, and perceived legitimacy leads to substantial accountability effects (e.g., more accurate and complex evaluations; Cvetkovich, 1978; Gordon & Stuecher, 1992) . Interestingly, however, audience status did not appear to be a plausible reason why accountable participants reduce self-enhancement: These participants curtailed the positivity of their self-evaluations regardless of whether they expected to interact with a high-or low-status audience.
Experiment 3: The Role of Identifiability Experiment 3 continued the search for an explanation of the accountability-induced reduction in self-enhancement. We assumed that accountability is a multicomponent construct (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999, p. 255) and proceeded with an attempt to pinpoint the component most responsible for the self-enhancement curtailment effect. (For the general logic behind this approach, see Cronbach, 1955; Kenny & Albright, 1987 .) Specifically, we explored identifiability as a plausible reason for this effect. This variable refers to whether participants believe that their selfevaluations can be linked to them personally. In our previous two experiments, we confounded accountability with identifiability: Accountable participants were identifiable, but unaccountable participants were not.
Individuals are particularly likely to be amenable to normative social influence (Deutsch & Gerard, 1955) under conditions of identifiability. It is not surprising, then, that identifiability reduces self-interested behavior. Compared with their unidentifiable counterparts, identifiable group members exert more effort (Williams, Harkins, & Latane, 1981) , make more gracious attributions for the value of others' contribution to task success (Weary-Bradley, 1978) , are less greedy (Diener, Fraser, Beaman, & Kelem, 1976) , behave less discriminatorily (Dobbs & Crano, 2001 ) and more cooperatively (Schopler et al., 1995) toward outgroup members, diffuse differences between the ingroup and the outgroup (Reicher & Levine, 1994) , contribute more substantially to public goods (De Cremer, Snyder, & Dewitte, 2001) , and are less aggressive (Singer, Brush, & Lublin, 1965) . Following this literature, it is likely that identifiability deters another self-interested behavior: inflated appraisals of one's own work.
We conducted an experiment to examine whether identifiability qualifies as a mechanism through which accountability (to a highstatus audience) reduces self-enhancement. A third of the participants were unaccountable. Another third were accountable and identifiable. (This condition simulates such real-life situations as a student defending her doctoral dissertation before a faculty committee.) These two conditions were identical to those of Experiments 1 and 2. An additional condition involved participants who were accountable but unidentifiable. (This condition simulates such real-life situations as a religious confession.)
We hypothesized that, if identifiability is a reason for selfenhancement reduction, then this effect will be more pronounced in the accountable and identifiable condition than the accountable and unidentifiable condition. If, however, identifiability is not a reason for this effect, then participants in these two conditions will self-enhance at a similar (i.e., not significantly different) level. Finally, we would expect for participants in the accountability and identifiability conditions to self-enhance less than unaccountable participants, thus replicating the previous experiments.
Additionally, Experiment 3 explored participants' affective states. Do accountable and identifiable participants feel worse (i.e., more nervous, tense, and anxious) than accountable and unidentifiable or unaccountable participants? Finally, this experiment clarified the manipulation checks (by using different questions for accountability and identifiability) and improved the assessment of attribute importance.
Method Participants and Design
We tested 150 participants using a balanced, one-way, three-level design. In one level, participants were both accountable and identifiable (accountability/identifiability condition). In another level, participants were accountable but unidentifiable (accountability/unidentifiability condition). In the third level, participants were unaccountable (unaccountability condition).
Procedure
The cover story was identical to that of the previous experiments. It should be noted that we completed Experiments 1 and 2 before the successful landing of Pathfinder on planet Mars in July 1997. Thus, in Experiment 3 (and in Experiment 4), we changed the essay question to another timely topic: "Should the United States pursue exploration of the planet Saturn?"
After writing the essays, all participants learned that soon they would be asked to grade them. Additionally, accountable/identifiable participants were informed that they would need to explain, justify, and defend their grades eponymously to Chris Becker. Accountable/unidentifiable participants were instructed that they would need to explain, justify, and defend their grades in writing. Their accounts, however, would be anonymous. Another person (Chris Becker) would later read and scrutinize their accounts, essays, and grades, but the participants would always remain unidentifiable. Unaccountable participants received the same instructions as those in the unaccountability condition of Experiment 1.
Next, all participants completed the dependent measures. They graded their essay on the same five dimensions and 11-point scales as in Experiment 2. They also indicated the importance that they assigned to good writing on three statements ("It is important to me to be a good essay writer," "Being a good essay writer is important to my identity," "It means a lot to me to be a good essay writer"), using a 7-point scale (1 ϭ not at all true, 7 ϭ extremely true). Then, participants rated the degree to which they felt nervous ("I am feeling nervous right now"), tense ("I am feeling tense right now"), and anxious ("I am feeling anxious right now") on 7-point scales (1 ϭ not at all true, 7 ϭ extremely true).
Finally, participants completed several manipulation checks. First, they indicated the extent to which they thought that their essay grading was confidential (1 ϭ completely confidential, 7 ϭ can be traced to me personally). This was the identifiability check. Second, they indicated their perceptions of accountability by checking one of the two following statements: "I will need to explain, justify, and defend my essay grades"; "I do not need to explain, justify, or defend my essay grades." Participants were assigned a dichotomous score (1, 2) based on their responses. This was the accountability check. In addition, participants responded to the statement, "I expect to be evaluated on my grades and essay" (1 ϭ yes, 2 ϭ no). This was the evaluation expectancy check.
Results
Given the exploratory nature of the experiment, we carried out analytical comparisons using Tukey's honestly significant difference (in the case of ANOVAs) and single degree of freedom tests (in the case of chi-square analyses). It should be noted that a few participants (range: 10 -13, evenly distributed across conditions) failed to complete the identifiability manipulation check, the evaluation expectancy manipulation check, the attribute importance measure, and the affective-states measure.
Manipulation Checks
Identifiability. The main effect was significant, F(2, 134) ϭ 16.40, p Ͻ .01. Accountable/identifiable participants (M ϭ 4.21) indicated that their essay grades could be traced to them personally to a greater degree than either accountable/unidentifiable (M ϭ 2.71) or unaccountable (M ϭ 1.91) participants, both ps Ͻ .001. Accountable/unidentifiable and unaccountable participants did not differ significantly in their perceptions of identifiability, p Ͻ .11. This manipulation check was successful in documenting that accountable/identifiable participants showed the most pronounced subjective perceptions of identifiability.
Accountability. The main effect was significant, 2 (2) ϭ 26.21, p Ͻ .01 (see Table 1 ). A higher number of participants perceived themselves as accountable (i.e., needing to explain, justify, and defend their essay grades) rather than unaccountable in the accountability/identifiability condition compared with either the accountability/unidentifiability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 11.82, p Ͻ .01, or the unaccountability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 4.02, p Ͻ .05. Additionally, more participants perceived themselves as accountable rather than unaccountable in the accountability/unidentifiability condition compared with the unaccountability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 26.30, p Ͻ .01. In summary, the manipulation check showed that subjective perceptions of accountability were the highest when participants felt accountable and identifiable and were the lowest when participants felt unaccountable.
Why would participants in the accountability/identifiability condition perceive higher accountability than participants in the accountability/unidentifiability condition? One reason may be found in lay perceptions of accountability. Perhaps the constructs accountability and identifiability are inextricably linked in common parlance, as manifested by such terms as "being held accountable," with the word held implying identifiability. Stated otherwise, our experimental attempt to unconfound the construct accountability from the construct identifiability may not have corresponded fully to lay conceptions of accountability.
Evaluation expectancy. The main effect was significant, 2 (2) ϭ 13.51, p Ͻ .01 (see Table 2 ). A higher number of participants expected to be evaluated (rather than not) in the accountability/identifiability condition compared with either the accountability/unidentifiability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 3.71, p Ͻ .05, or the unaccountability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 13.42, p Ͻ .01. Additionally, more participants expected to be evaluated (rather than not) in the accountability/unidentifiability condition compared with the unaccountability condition, 2 (1) ϭ 3.66, p Ͻ .06. In summary, this manipulation check was successful in demonstrating that accountable/identifiable participants held the strongest evaluation expectancies, whereas unaccountable participants held the weakest evaluation expectancies.
Essay Grading
We computed a composite grade index (␣ ϭ .88) and entered it into an ANOVA. The main effect was significant, F(2, 147) ϭ 5.32, p Ͻ .01. One purpose of Experiment 3 was to test the replicability of the previous experiments. Thus, we compared the essay evaluation of accountable/identifiable participants with that of unaccountable participants. The former group (M ϭ 7.21) allocated lower essay grades than the latter (M ϭ 8.27), p Ͻ .01. A more compelling objective of Experiment 3 was to find out if identifiability is a reason why accountable participants curtail their self-enhancement bias. We compared the essay grading of accountable/identifiable participants with that of accountable/unidentifiable participants. The former group assigned their essays lower grades than the latter (M ϭ 7.94), p Ͻ .04. Identifiability indeed emerged as an explanation for self-enhancement curtailment. This claim was bolstered by another comparison: Accountable/unidentifiable participants did not give their essay significantly different grades than unaccountable participants, p Ͻ .58. That is, unidentifiable participants manifested self-interested behavior (i.e., self-enhancement), regardless of accountability pressures.
As we reported previously, the accountability manipulation check revealed that participants in the accountability/unidentifiability condition perceived themselves more accountable than those in the unaccountability condition. The essay grading results did not track these manipulation check results. We wondered whether self-enhancement would be observed even after covarying out the accountability manipulation check. Indeed, this was the case, F(1, 145) ϭ 6.57, p Ͻ .01. The covariate effect was not significant, F(1, 145) ϭ 2.07, p Ͻ .15.
Attribute Importance
We computed an attribute importance composite (␣ ϭ .85) and entered it into an ANOVA. In replication of Experiment 2, participants considered being a good essay writer a personally important attribute (M ϭ 4.44), as indicated by a t test against the scale midpoint (4), t(137) ϭ 3.44, p Ͻ .01. Participants did not differ significantly among conditions in the importance that they ascribed to good essay writing, F(2, 135) ϭ 1.77, p Ͻ .17.
Affective States
We also explored participants' affective states. We computed a composite affective-states score (␣ ϭ .89) and entered it into an ANOVA. The main effect was significant, F(2, 136) ϭ 3.06, p Ͻ .05. Accountable/identifiable participants (M ϭ 2.66) felt worse (i.e., more nervous, tense, and anxious) than accountable/unidentifiable participants (M ϭ 1.91), p Ͻ .05. Surprisingly, accountable/identifiable participants did not feel (significantly) worse than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 2.49), p Ͻ .87. Finally, accountable/unidentifiable and unaccountable participants did not differ significantly in the way they felt, p Ͻ .17.
Discussion
Experiment 3 succeeded in its search for an explanation for why accountability deters self-enhancement. This explanation is identifiability. Accountable participants lower their self-enhancement because they are identifiable. Indeed, when unidentifiable, accountable participants revert to their self-interested behavior (Reicher & Levine, 1994; Schopler et al., 1995) : They inflate the appraisals of their work to a level that is practically indistinguishable from that of unaccountable participants.
Why does identifiability curtail self-enhancement in accountable participants? A reason may be evaluation expectancy. Indeed, the evaluation expectancy manipulation check pointed to this direction. Accountable and identifiable participants expressed stronger evaluation expectancies than their unaccountable counterparts. Furthermore, accountable and identifiable participants were inclined to believe that they more likely to be subject to evaluation than their accountable and unidentifiable counterparts, and they also felt worse than them.
Experiment 4: The Role of Evaluation Expectancy
In Experiment 4, we examined the possibility that accountable and identifiable participants curtailed their self-enhancement because they expected to be evaluated by a (high-status) audience. Indeed, literature attests to the notion that evaluation expectancy can inhibit self-interested behavior (Geen, 1991; Harkins & Jackson, 1985; Sanna, 1992) . We were concerned with one particular sequence of processes through which this effect is achieved. Evaluation expectancy is known to lead to evaluation apprehension (Cottrell, 1968; Henchy & Glass, 1968) , which in turn induces a state of self-focused attention. Self-focus increases awareness of discrepancies from internal (performance, social, or moral) standards (Duval & Wicklund, 1972; Sedikides, 1992a; Wicklund, 1975) , thus rendering personal weaknesses accessible in memory (Sedikides & Skowronski, 1991a , 1991b . These weaknesses will figure in self-judgments. The result will be deflated self-appraisals of one's standing in the evaluative domain under consideration.
In Experiment 4, we tested directly the role of evaluation expectancy in self-enhancement curtailment among accountable and identifiable participants. We manipulated orthogonally accountability and evaluation expectancy, and assessed level of selfenhancement (i.e., essay grades) as well as degree of focus on weaknesses as a writer. A real-life example of an accountability/ high-evaluation-expectancy situation is (again) the case of a student defending her doctoral dissertation. However, a real-life example of an accountability/low-evaluation-expectancy situation is the case of a student practicing the dissertation oral defense before a group of peers. The contribution of evaluation expectancy to reduced self-enhancement would be manifested through a significant interaction effect, in which accountable and high-evaluationexpectancy participants gave their essays disproportionately low grades.
Method Participants and Design
We tested 115 participants. The design involved a 2 (accountability, unaccountability) ϫ 2 (high evaluation expectancy, low evaluation expectancy) between-subjects factorial. Cell sizes ranged between 24 and 33. 
Procedure
The accountability condition was identical to the accountability/identifiability condition of Experiment 3, whereas the unaccountability condition was identical to the unaccountability condition of Experiment 3. We will proceed with a description of the evaluation expectancy manipulation.
High-evaluation-expectancy participants were instructed that the audience (i.e., Chris Becker) had a hard-earned reputation for being very evaluative and judgmental, and that Chris would be evaluating "every single sentence of your essay, every single thought that you expressed, every single twist and turn." (Accountable participants also learned that Chris Becker would have the same overly evaluative attitude toward their explanations and justifications for their grade assignment.) In addition, participants were told that Chris Becker would carefully record his or her impression of their essay in a personal notebook. However, lowevaluation-expectancy participants were instructed that Chris had a welldeserved reputation for being very nonevaluative and nonjudgmental, and that Chris would receive their essays and grades in a completely nonevaluative and nonjudgmental manner. (Accountable participants also learned that Chris Becker would have the same relaxed and nonevaluative attitude toward their explanations and justifications for their grade assignment.) Chris would not record his or her impressions, and, in fact, would refrain from forming any impression of their essay.
Participants proceeded with the completion of several manipulation checks. First, they responded to the confidentiality check: They indicated the extent to which they thought that their essay grading was confidential (1 ϭ completely confidential, 7 ϭ can be traced to me personally). Second, they completed the accountability check: They indicated whether they believed that they were accountable by checking one of the following statements: "I will need to explain, justify, and defend my essay" and "I do not need to explain, justify, or defend my essay." Third, participants completed the first evaluation expectancy check: They responded to the statement, "I expect to be evaluated on my grades and essay" (1 ϭ not true, 7 ϭ extremely true). Subsequently, participants responded to the main dependent measure: They graded their essay on the same five dimensions and 11-point scales as in Experiments 2 and 3.
Following the dependent measure, participants completed the second, more critical, check of the effectiveness of the evaluation expectancy manipulation. This was the weakness focus assessment. Specifically, participants reported the extent to which they were currently focused on their weaknesses in their writing skills ("I am thinking about my weaknesses as a writer right now," "I am thinking about my bad qualities as a writer right now," "I am thinking about the deficiencies in my writing right now") on a scale that ranged from 1 (not at all true) to 7 (extremely true). Finally, participants indicated the importance they ascribed to being a good writer and recorded their affective states using scales identical to those of Experiment 3.
Results
The degrees of freedom will vary slightly, because a few participants (range: 2-3) did not complete the confidentiality manipulation check, the evaluation expectancy manipulation check, and the essay grading measure.
Manipulation Checks
Confidentiality. The confidentiality manipulation check was effective. Accountable participants (M ϭ 3.69) indicated that their essay grades could be traced to them personally to a greater degree than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 2.52), F(1, 109) ϭ 11.35, p Ͻ .01.
Accountability. All participants in the accountability condition stated that they needed to explain, justify, and defend their essay grades, whereas all participants in the unaccountability condition agreed with the statement that they would not need to explain, justify, and defend their essays.
Evaluation expectancy. As stated previously, we assessed the effectiveness of the evaluation expectancy manipulation through two checks. The first manipulation check, collected prior to the main dependent measure, referred to whether participants expected to be evaluated on their grades and essay. The evaluation expectancy main effect was not significant, F(1, 108) ϭ 1.07, p Ͻ .30, although descriptively the means were in the anticipated direction: High-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 4.39) expected to be evaluated to a minimally greater extent than low-evaluationexpectancy participants (M ϭ 4.03). Arguably, this is not surprising, as participants in both conditions expected for the audience (i.e., Chris Becker) to examine their essays and grades. Of greater interest, accountable participants (M ϭ 4.64) tended to have stronger evaluation expectancies than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 3.93), F(1, 108) ϭ 3.68, p Ͻ .06. Of importance, the absence of a significant interaction, F(1, 108) ϭ 0.11, p Ͻ .74, suggests that participants in the two accountability conditions held equally strong evaluation expectancies.
The second, more critical, manipulation check involved the weakness focus assessment, and was collected following the main dependent measure. Participants indicated the extent to which they focused on their writing weaknesses on three items (i.e., weaknesses, bad qualities, deficiencies). We computed a composite score (␣ ϭ .96) and entered it into an ANOVA. Critically, highevaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 4.47) focused more on their weaknesses than low-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 3.65), F(1, 111) ϭ 5.06, p Ͻ .03. The anticipation of evaluation by a highly judgmental person led participants to focus on their inadequacies. Interestingly, accountable participants (M ϭ 4.43) tended to focus on their weaknesses to a greater degree than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 3.82), F(1, 111) ϭ 3.27, p Ͻ .07. The Accountability ϫ Evaluation Expectancy interaction was not significant, F(1, 111) ϭ 0.93, p Ͻ .34.
Essay Grading
We computed a composite grade index (␣ ϭ .88) and entered it into an ANOVA. The accountability main effect was significant. Accountable participants (M ϭ 7.09) allocated significantly lower essay grades than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 7.79), F(1, 109) ϭ 4.54, p Ͻ .04. This finding replicates past experiments in showing that accountability reduces self-enhancement. The evaluation expectancy main effect was not significant, F(1, 109) ϭ 1.47, p Ͻ .23.
Of importance, however, the Accountability ϫ Evaluation Expectancy interaction was significant, F(1, 109) ϭ 8.62, p Ͻ .01. Accountable and high-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 6.37) gave their essays significantly lower grades than accountable and low-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 7.78), F(1, 109) ϭ 7.37, p Ͻ .02. Moreover, accountable and high-evaluationexpectancy participants (M ϭ 6.37) assigned their essays significantly lower grades than unaccountable and high-evaluationexpectancy participants (M ϭ 8.08), F(1, 109) ϭ 12.68, p Ͻ .01. Clearly, evaluation expectancy qualifies as a reason for selfenhancement curtailment.
Attribute Importance
We computed and entered the attribute importance composite (␣ ϭ .84) into an ANOVA. Replicating Experiments 2 and 3, participants deemed being a good essay writer a personally important attribute (M ϭ 4.41), as revealed by a t test against the scale midpoint (4), t(114) ϭ 3.10, p Ͻ .01. Participants did not vary in their importance ratings as a function of accountability, F(1,  111) ϭ 1.04, p Ͻ .31, evaluation expectancy, F(1, 111) ϭ 0.55, p Ͻ .46, or both (i.e., the interaction), F(1, 111) ϭ 0.39, p Ͻ .53.
Affective States
We computed a composite affective-states score (␣ ϭ .91) and entered it into an ANOVA. The accountability main effect was significant. As in Experiment 3, accountable participants (M ϭ 3.11) felt worse than unaccountable participants (M ϭ 2.14), F(1, 111) ϭ 12.64, p Ͻ .01. The evaluation expectancy main effect did not reach significance, F(1, 111) ϭ 0.02, p Ͻ .97.
Interestingly, the interaction was significant, F(1, 111) ϭ 4.04, p Ͻ .05. Accountable and high-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 3.39) did not feel significantly worse than accountable and low-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 2.85), F(1, 111) ϭ 1.63, p Ͻ .29, although the means were descriptively in the anticipated direction (i.e., the former seemed to have somewhat stronger evaluation expectancies than the latter). However, accountable and high-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 3.39) felt worse than unaccountable and high-evaluation-expectancy participants (M ϭ 1.85), F(1, 111) ϭ 15.12, p Ͻ .01.
Discussion
In Experiment 4, we examined evaluation expectancy as a likely mechanism for why accountable and identifiable (to a high-status audience) participants curtail their self-enhancement bias. Our rationale was based on prior research showing that evaluation expectancy can lead to an internal focus on one's weaknesses, thus attenuating the positivity of self-judgments. As predicted, accountable participants who expected to be evaluated were less selfenhancing than either accountable participants who did not have evaluation expectancies or unaccountable participants who did. Thus, this experiment was successful in establishing evaluation expectancy as a reason for self-enhancement reduction among accountable and identifiable participants.
The expectation to be evaluated turned participants' attention inwards in search for their imperfections as a writer. Likewise, accountability induced in participants a focus on their inadequacies as a writer. These results are consistent with the possibility that evaluation expectancy and accountability are different mechanisms for producing a focus on one's weaknesses. Stated somewhat differently, a focus on personal weaknesses is one, but not the only, mechanism responsible for the attenuating effect of accountability on self-enhancement. Hence, the nonsignificance of the interaction on the weakness focus assessment is not problematic in light of the significance of this interaction on the main dependent measure.
General Discussion
One of the most compelling theoretical advances in social and personality psychology in the 1980s and 1990s has been the notion that individuals are particularly deft and creative self-enhancers. That is, individuals elevate (Brown & Dutton, 1995; Sedikides & Strube, 1997; Taylor & Brown, 1988) , maintain (Aronson, 1992; Steele, 1988; Swann, 1985) , and defend (Crocker & Major, 1989; Greenberg, Solomon, & Pyszczynski, 1997; Tesser, 2001 ) their cherished self-views by using an extraordinarily inventive set of tactics and strategies.
Apparently, such tactics confer benefits to the individual in the form of subjective well-being, positive affectivity, task persistence, and successful coping with illness. At the same time, though, these tactics can be a source of personal and interpersonal setbacks. For example, task persistence can contribute to unnecessary risk taking and subsequent performance declines, whereas overconfidence can undermine careful and systematic planning. Such short-term blows may have long-term repercussions, including reduced self-esteem and subjective well-being, as well as disengagement from further effort investment in skill development. Moreover, self-enhancing tactics may backfire by disharmonizing one's psychological field (Lewin, 1951) , undermining personal and social relationships, leading to others' ultimate disaffection of the self-enhancer, and contributing to his or her social isolation or even ostracism.
How to keep one's self-superiority beliefs in check is, then, a task that is worth serious empirical consideration. We reasoned that accountability has the potential to provide helpful and constructive clues. We defined accountability as the expectation of being called on to explain, justify, and defend one's appraisal of self-generated input. We were interested in situations in which accountability pressures are minimal, that is, situations in which the audience has no outcome control over the participants. We proposed that accountability can deter self-enhancement even in such presumably minimal-impact settings. Of most importance, we wanted to know what are the mechanisms through which accountability deters self-enhancement.
Summary of the Findings
We carried out four experiments. The typical experimental procedure involved participants writing an opinion essay and preparing to grade it. However, before actually assigning grades, some participants were led to believe that they were accountable to an audience, whereas others thought that they were unaccountable. Participants proceeded with grading their essay.
We were interested in relative self-enhancement. Operationally, this index reflects the difference in level of self-enhancement between accountable and unaccountable participants. We conceptualized relative self-enhancement as an index of controllability of the self-enhancement bias. This index addresses the issue of whether participants can and do control the self-enhancement bias. Specifically, relative self-enhancement pertains to how participants cope with the contradictory demands of an external situation (i.e., desire for the projection of a favorable self-image, accountability pressures) and their own private needs for a positive selfconcept. This form of self-enhancement reflects conflict between interpersonal and intrapersonal strivings. This index, however, does not allow a determination of whether shifts in reported self-evaluation are due to interpersonal versus intrapersonal concerns.
We relied on the assumptions that accountability is a multicomponent construct (Lerner & Tetlock, 1999, p. 255 ) and that such a construct can be decomposed empirically (Cronbach, 1955; Kenny & Albright, 1987) . Progressively, we located a component of accountability that was responsible for the obtained effect, and then split up experimentally this component to its likely constituents.
We obtained solid evidence that accountability deters selfenhancement. In the first experiment, we found that accountable participants gave their essays lower grades than unaccountable ones. In the second experiment, we ruled out audience concreteness and status as explanations for this effect: Accountable participants refrained from self-enhancement to a greater extent than their unaccountable counterparts even when the audience was concrete (i.e., an eponymous other) and both under conditions of high and low audience status. In the third experiment, we located identifiability as a reason for the self-enhancement reduction effect. Accountable participants tempered the evaluations of their work because they were identifiable to an audience. In the final experiment, we examined why identifiability leads to selfenhancement curtailment among accountable participants. This experiment located evaluation expectancy and a focus on one's weaknesses as explanations. Participants who are accountable and identifiable to a high-status audience and who expect to be evaluated by this audience tone down the positivity of their selfappraisals due, in part, to their focus on their incompetencies that pertain to the domain under scrutiny (i.e., writing ability). For another demonstration of this point, see Sedikides and Herbst (in press ).
Implications
Recent research has led to the realization that self-enhancement is a controllable bias rather than an uneradicable cognitive illusion (Krueger, 1998; Weinstein & Klein, 1995) . Indeed, participants can and do control (i.e., diminish) self-enhancement when they evaluate themselves on modifiable (Alicke, 1985; Dunning, 1995) and ambiguous (Brown, 1986; Dunning et al., 1989) rather than unmodifiable and unambiguous traits, when they anchor their self-peer comparisons on the skill of their peers rather than their own (Kruger, 1999; Kruger & Dunning, 1999) , when they compare themselves with a concrete rather than a generalized other (Alicke et al., 1995) , when they perceive having control over their future performance (Ybema & Buunk, 1993) , and when they have ample cognitive resources for processing the relevant information (Trope & Neter, 1993) . Furthermore, participants can control their selfenhancement in response to social context. For example, participants show diminishment of the self-enhancement bias in response to admonitions of truthfulness and honesty (Gordon, 1987) , audience status (present Experiment 2), objective external performance criteria (McKenna & Myers, 1997) , success as opposed to failure feedback (Dunning, Leuenberger, & Sherman, 1995) , and relationship closeness . The present investigation complements past research by documenting the self-enhancement curtailment role of another social contextual feature: accountability.
As mentioned above, however, our investigation goes far beyond a simple illustration of the potential of accountability to deter self-enhancement. The main contribution of the investigation lies in its persistent search for mechanisms through which accountability reduces self-enhancement. In the tail end of a sequence of experiments (i.e., Experiment 4), we were able to pinpoint evaluation expectancy and the accompanying focus on one's weaknesses as mechanisms responsible for self-enhancement reduction. This finding is consistent with renewed interest in the relevance of self-focused attention for the affective, motivational, and cognitive underpinnings of the self-system (Fejfar & Hoyle, 2000; Higgins, 1998; Sedikides & Green, 2000b; Silvia & Gendolla, 2001) . Of importance, this finding also enriches research on accountability. Although both identifiability and evaluation expectancy have been linked with accountability , self-focus has not been given due consideration by accountability researchers.
Future Research
Two research questions emanate directly from the present findings. First, why would focus on one's inadequacies result in self-enhancement reduction? One possibility is that self-focus gives rise to perceptions of increased personal responsibility for the experimental event (i.e., having written a mediocre essay). Another possibility is that a weakness-focus leads to the realization of how tedious, long, and distant the road to personal improvement is. Either of these outcomes can lead to the induction of negative affect (e.g., sadness, low self-esteem, frustration, shame), which is known to lower self-evaluations (Sedikides, 1992b) . Second, can accountability attenuate self-enhancement even in strictly private conditions? In other words, is the threat of one's public persona necessary for self-enhancement reduction? Can accountability to an imagined moral authority or to one's own self attenuate selfenhancement? More generally, we suggest that the following three classes of issues deserve further empirical attention: Contextual features, short-term and long-term changes in the self-concept, and individual differences.
Contextual Features
Structural features of the accountability situation can attenuate or accentuate self-enhancement. One such feature is audience size (Brockner, Rubin, & Lang, 1981) . Self-enhancement reduction, for example, may be a direct function of audience size.
Another feature is the extent to which the audience holds cohesive versus divided opinions of the participant's performance (Green, Visser, & Tetlock, 2000) . Consider the case in which participants are led to believe that they are accountable to two persons, one of whom is favorably and the other unfavorably predisposed toward the essay. In such a situation, accountability may be ineffective in reducing self-enhancement, as participants know that their inflated performance appraisal will receive partial backing. It would be interesting to explore in this setting the potentially interactive relation between audience favorability and audience status. For example, participants may curtail selfenhancement only when the unfavorable audience member is higher in status than the favorable one.
This investigation was concerned exclusively with preevaluation accountability. Arguably, a different self-enhancement pattern will be observed in situations of postevaluation accountability. For example, when participants are first asked to grade their essay and then to explain, justify, and defend their grades, they may commit themselves to a defensive tactic of justification, advocacy, and excuse for their irreversible judgment-a tactic that Tetlock et al. (1989) termed "defensive bolstering."
Short-Term and Long-Term Changes in the Self-Concept
Is accountability-induced self-enhancement reduction momentary or does it have a more lasting impact on the self-concept? Self-enhancement reduction was evoked in our research by the anticipation of a public account. Despite the inherent difficulties in separating between public and private self-presentation (Tetlock & Manstead, 1985) , self-conceptions that are formed as a function of public pressures can indeed be internalized (Tice, 1992) . As such, it would be interesting to explore whether participants' essay evaluations persist for a relatively long time interval (i.e., a week or a month). It would also be informative to explore whether such changes generalize to the entire aptitude domain under consideration (i.e., self as writer).
A related issue involves participants' memory of their essay and grades. Do accountable participants remember their essay less favorably (especially after having focused on their weaknesses) than unaccountable ones? Do accountable participants remember their grades less favorably, particularly following a considerable time delay?
Individual Differences
Individual differences may moderate the accountabilityproduced reduction of the self-enhancement bias. Self-esteem is a case in point. Compared with their low self-esteem counterparts, high self-esteem individuals have a clear sense of who they are (J. D. Campbell, 1990) , denigrate those who pose a threat to them or their group (Crocker & Major, 1989) , manifest the self-serving bias to an exaggerated degree (K. W. Campbell & Sedikides, 1999) , sabotage their own performance to magnify subsequent successes (Tice, 1991) , and display increased egotistical behaviors when they give public accounts to a critical audience (Schlenker, Weigold, & Hallam, 1990 ). It is likely, then, that high self-esteem individuals are less prone to the self-enhancement reduction effect of accountability even when the experimental situation calls for focusing on their own weaknesses. In fact, we would expect resistance and even a measure of immunity to the impact of accountability on the self-enhancement inclinations of individuals with defensive self-esteem and those who are high on narcissism. The former engage in self-presentational styles that magnify their personal strengths, in an effort to hide their weaknesses and ward off rejection (Schneider & Turkat, 1975) . Narcissists have strong beliefs of entitlement and superiority, and they are also prone to vanity and exhibitionism (Sedikides, Campbell, Reeder, Elliot, & Gregg, 2002; Sedikides & Gregg, 2001) .
Additionally, we expect that accountability pressures will be relatively ineffective in curtailing the self-enhancement of individuals who are high on dogmatism and intolerance of ambiguity (Tetlock et al., 1989) , personal need for structure (Neuberg & Newsom, 1993) , and individuation (Maslach, Santee, & Wade, 1987) , and low on uncertainty orientation (Brouwers & Sorrentino, 1993) , self-monitoring (Krosnick & Sedikides, 1990) , and shame or guilt (Tangney, Burggraf, & Wagner, 1995) . These and other individual difference variables will help delineate the boundaries of accountability influences on self-enhancement.
Concluding Remarks
The research reported in this article establishes that accountability deters self-enhancement. Of more importance, the research points to specific mechanisms through which this effect may occur. Attentional focus on one's weaknesses in a performance domain (with the focus being an outcome of evaluation expectancy under conditions of identifiability) is one (albeit not the only) process that can lead accountable participants to lower the positivity of their self-appraisals on that domain.
Research on self-enhancement has followed three distinct waves. The first wave emphasized the relevance of self-belief accuracy in adaptive functioning (Jahoda, 1958) . The second wave of research highlighted overly positive self-evaluations as a marker of adaptive functioning (Taylor & Brown, 1988) . In contrast, the third wave of research has been based on the premise that both realistic and inflated self-beliefs can qualify as correlates of adaptive functioning (Aspinwall & Taylor, 1992; Robins & Beer, 2001; Sedikides & Rudich, 2002) . The present investigation makes the case for one social structural variable that can deflate, when necessary, self-enhancement. This variable is accountability. We hope that future research will further clarify the nuanced influences of accountability on self-enhancement. We also hope that future research will uncover additional constraints of the selfenhancement bias.
